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Abstract 
We derive two estimations of numerically stable step-size for systems of neutral delay differential equations with multiple 
delays. The stable step-size for numerical integration of NDDEs with multiple delays can be easily selected by means 
of the logarithmic norm and the spectral radius of certain matrices. Both explicit linear multistep methods and explicit 
Runge-Kutta methods are considered. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
Keywords: Numerical stability region; Neutral delay differential systems with multiple delays; Underlying numerical 
methods for ODES; Stable step-size 
1. Introduction 
Consider the system of neutral delay differential equations (NDDEs) with multiple delays described 
by 
2.2(t) = f(t,u(t), u(t--z*), . . .) u(t-Zm); zi(t-z*), *. *, 4t-Gn>), t30, 
u(t) = g(t), -z,Gt<O, 
(1) 
where f and g are given vector-valued functions, zj is a given positive constant for j = 1,. . . , m, 
r, >z,-I > *. . > r1 > 0, and u(t) is the unknown vector-valued function. 
We assume the existence of a unique solution of system (1). As in the case of ordinary differ- 
ential equations (ODES), the stability of numerical solution of NDDEs is crucial in obtaining good 
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numerical approximations. As in the ODES, the stability analysis is carried out through the linear 
system of NDDEs with multiple delays, i.e., 
ti(t) = LU(t)+ 2 [~ju(t-zj)+~e(t-zi>l, t>O, 
j=l (2) 
u(t) = g(t), -2,<t<o. 
Here L, i$ and A$ E Cdxd are constant complex-valued matrices for j = 1,. . . , m and r, > z,_, > + . . 
> rI >O. Stability analyses of linear multistep methods and Runge-Kutta methods for system (2) 
in the case rj =jz have been given in [5, 71. For earlier results of numerical solutions of Neutral 
equations and delay differential equations with many delays, see [ 1, 10, 111; for recent results on 
numerical stability of Neutral and delay differential equations, see [4, 61. 
The goal of the present paper is to extend the study of [5, 8, 91 and to give two practical ways to 
estimate the stable step-size for explicit linear multistep methods and explicit Runge-Kutta methods 
applied to system (2). 
2. Numerical stability of (2) 
In this section, we will review the results of [6]. We denote by Ij(A) the jth eigenvalue of 
AEVX” (j= 1,2,... ,n). Consider the matrix 
where cj”=l ]]4\] < 1, t+ E @ and 1 Vj I< 1. The following lemma states a sufficient condition for delay- 
independent stability of system (2). 
Lemma 2.1 (Hu and Hu [6]). System (2) is asymptotically stable if 
~11w1 
j=l 
and 
supRe~l(Q(ul,...,o,))<O 
holdfor l=l,... ,d, whenever vjE@ and IVjldl for j=l,..., m. 
For the initial value problem of ODES, 
j(t)=f(t,y(t)), t>O and y(O)=y~, 
a linear k-step method is given in a standard form as 
e ajYn+j =h 2 Pjfn+j, (3) 
j=O j=O 
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where h stands for the step-size and aj, & are the formula parameters. Furthermore, a region [WLM 
in the complex k-plane is said to be the region of absolute stability if for all fi E RLM the method 
is absolutely stable [ 121. 
Consider method (3) applied to system (2). Let tj = lh, 2 > 0, h > 0, and u/ be the numerical 
solution at the mesh points tl. We have 
k k 
c aj%+j - h C L$vn+j 
j=O j=O 
and 
V n+j= LU,+j+ 2 [~,uh(tn+j-s,)+NV~(t~+j-~,,)] 
b-1 
for n = 1,2,. + . , u*(t) = g(t) and t d 0, and d(t) with t > 0 is defined by 
for 0<6<1, I=O,l,..., and 
Lj(+ fJ c!I3. 
k=-r,k#j (_hk) 
Hence, 
and 
where r,s 20 are integers and Y <S <~+2, lj = [Tjh-‘1, 
I,> **. > 1, as+1 ; here [q] denotes the smallest integer 
A characterization of the region of absolute stability 
by [61. 
Lemma 2.2. If 
(i) the assumptions of Lemma 2.1 hold, and 
(ii) hUQ(vl,. . . , v,))EU&M~OY l=l,...,d and UjEC 
(iii) r<s<r+2, 
ruch as [vi/<1 for j= l,...,m, 
then the linear multistep method in (4)-(S) applied to 12) is asymptotically stable. 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
~i=lj-~jh-‘, 0<6j<l for j=l,..., m, 
that is greater than or equal to q E R. 
in NDDEs with multiple delays is given 
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Next, we consider an application of i-stage Rung+Kutta (RK in short) method in the ODE case 
to system (2). Denote the stage values of the RK formula by kn,i. Let t1 = lh, 12 0, h > 0, and uI 
be the numerical solution at the mesh points tl. We obtain the natural RK scheme for system (2) 
as follows: 
un+l = Ufl+ 2 bika,i. 
i=l 
(10) 
Here i=1,2,..., & aij and bi denote the parameters of the underlying Runge-Kutta method. For 
n=1,2,..., ~,_i,+h, = q((n-Zi+bi)h) for n-li+di QO, uO-/~+~, and kn_,,+a,,j with n_Ii+6i>O are de- 
fined by the following respective interpolations: 
Un-l,+S, = 2 &(di)%-l,+p, (11) 
p=-’ 
k-l,+s,,j = 2 &(4)k-l,+p,j (12) 
p=--r 
and 
L,(6)= f-J (6-k) 
k=--r,k#p (p-k) (13) 
for 0<6<1, i=l,..., m, j=l,..., i, where r,s>O are integers, r<s<r+2 and li = [zih-‘1, 6i = 
li-zih-‘, 0<6i<l for i=l,...,m, I,,,2 **. 2 li a~+l. Here [q] denotes the smallest integer that is 
greater than or equal to q E R. 
Let [WRK denote the region of absolute stability of the RK method in the ODE case [12]. The 
following are conditions for numerical stability of an explicit natural RK for system (2). 
Lemma 2.3 (Hu and Hu [6]). Assume that 
(i) the assumptions of Lemma 2.1 hold, 
(ii) h&(Q(Ul,. . . , II,)) E RRK for all i = 1 ,..., d and viE@ such US ]ai]<lfor i=l,..., m, 
(iii) r d s < r+2. 
Then the natural RK scheme in (9)-( 13) for system (2) is asymptotically stable. 
In view of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, the eigenvalues of Q(u 1, . . . , u,) with ]Ui\ < 1 govern the stability 
of LM and RK methods. But it is difficult to select a stable step-size h by means of Lemmas 2.2 and 
2.3 which require computation of Ai(Q(ul, a,. , O,)), for i= 1,2,. . . ,d and loi] < 1 (j = 1,. . . ,m). In 
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the following sections, on the basis of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, two simple estimations for the stability 
regions for explicit LM and RK methods are derived by means of the logarithmic norm and the 
spectral radius. 
3. Estimation on numerically stable step-size for (2) via logarithmic norm 
Lemma 3.1 (Lancaster and Tismenetsky [13]). Let W E UYxn. If p( W) < 1, where p(W) is the spec- 
tral radius of the matrix W. Then (I+W)-’ exists and 
(I+w)-’ =I-w+w2- *. . =I+(I+W)_‘(-W). 
Also, if )I Wj( < 1 then 
1 
I(1 + W II d 1 _ ,( w,, * 
Let p(W) denote the logarithmic matrix norm, that is, 
p(W)= ,“y 
(,I + A WJ, - 1 
i- A ’ 
Lemma 3.2 (Desoer and Vidyasagar [2]). For each eigenvalue ;1j( W) of W E cdxd, the inequality 
-p(-W)<ReAj(W)<,u(W) holds. 
Definition 3.3. The real scalar quantities are defined as 
4 = -A-L) - 2 IWill -x, 
j=l 
Ez = min{O, I>, 
where 1= ,u(L) + C,y=, llMj/j +X, 
FL = - p(Z) - 2 IIMjII -X 
j=l 
and 
F2 = 14-~) + 2 l/M/ )I +X, 
j=l 
where i* = -1. 
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Making use of these, we obtain the following estimations. 
Theorem 3.4. Assume that the conditions of Lemma 2.1 hold. Then the eigenvalues of the matrix 
Q(vI,..- , vm)(vi E @ and )vj) < 1) satisfy the following estimations: 
E~~R~~~(Q(vI,...,v~))~E~ 
and 
FI ~Ims(Q(vl,...,vm))~Fz. 
Proof. From Section 2 we have 
for Cy=, llN[l < 1, Vj E @ and (vj)il < 1. 
Let fi = C,“=, NjUj, and & = Cyz, MjVj. 
According to Lemma 3.2, we have the inequality 
for EyEI lNj[ < 1, Vj E c and IVj I< 1. In the following, we show that 
~(Q(v,,v2,... 
j=l 
holds. From Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, for Vj E C and (Vi ( < 1, we obtain 
AQ(v, > 02, . . ..v.))=p[(I+fi+z9j2+~~~)(L+lG)] 
< p(L) + 2 ll”jII + (Ilrll + Illi’ll + (Ifi + ” ‘>(llfiLll + IIfi’AIl> 
j=1 
< p(L) + e llMjl\ + llrll + 2 IIN’ + 2 JIN’ll + j=l ( ,i=l ’ (j=L ’ )’ “‘) 
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j=l 
Since the conditions of Lemma 2.1 hold, we have 
Re /li<C?(vl> ~2,. . . , v,)) < E2 =min{O, 1). 
Thus Lemma 3.2 yields 
-,~-Q(vI,vz,...,v,)) < Re;l,(Q(vl,v2,. 
which in turn yields 
EI G Re3L,(Q(V,,v2,...,U,)). 
Since 
%?I>), 
we 
To 
we 
Im A,,(Qh, ~2,. . . , v,>>=Re;l,(-iQ(u1,u2,...,v,)), 
obtain 
-AiQ(ul, ~2,. . . , v,>> G ReIli(-iQ(vl, ~2,. . . , urn>> < p(-iQ<u,, ~2,. . . , urn>>. 
demonstrate the inequality 
6 < Im Ajzj<Q(u~, 02,. . . , v,>> 
repeat similar calculations as 
6 F2, 
for Re /Ij(Q(Vl, ~2,. . . , u,)). Thus the proof is completed. 
Definition 3.5. Assume that CT=, llNjII < 1. We define 
D(h)=& 
where h is the step-size and 
Now we state the main result which gives a simple way to find a numerically stable step-size for 
system (2). 
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Theorem 3.6. Assume that the conditions of Lemma 2.1 and r d s <r + 2 hold. 
(i) If D(h) C RLM f or some positive h, then the explicit linear multistep method (4)-(g) for 
system (2) is asymptotically stable. 
(ii) IfD(h) c R RK or some positive h, then the explicit natural Runge-Kutta method (9)-( 13) is f 
asymptotically stable. 
Proof. In the case of the LM method, due to Theorem 3.4, we have 
h3l,(Q(vl, ~2, * *. > vm>> c D(h) c RLM, 
which implies the stability by virtue of Lemma 2.2. The proof for the RK is similar. 0 
4. Estimation on numerically stable step-size for (2) via spectral radius 
In this section we need the following definitions and lemmas. Let W E @“’ with elements wjk and 
1 W 1 denote the nonnegative matrix in R”‘” with elements IWjk(. Let W = {yjk} and I’ = {vjk} E RnX”. 
We say IW[<V if and only if [wjkl<Vjk for all pairs of (j,k). 
Lemma 4.1 (Lancaster and Tismenetsky [13]). Let WE@“‘” and VE[~“~“. If 1 W( < V, then p(W) 6 
p(V), where p(W) and p(V) denote the spectral radii of W and V, respectively. 
Definition 4.2. We define 
and 
Theorem 4.3. IfJ$, llNj\I < 1, then 
~(Q(~I,v~,...,v~)>~P(~) 
for vjE@ and JUj(dl, j=l,..., m. 
Proof. According to Lemma 4.1 and 
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we have 
Set A?= C h4jVj and i’J= C NjVj where lvjl G 1, j= 1 , . . . ,m. Thus (I@( d c& IMjI and II?1 d 
Cy=, /Nil. From Lemma 4.1, we obtain 
lQ(~,,v2,~~~> v,)l = I(Z - fi)_‘(L +&)I 
= I(z+fi+fi*+-‘)(L+AQ 
< ILI+l~1+(IA+Ij'+...>(L+~>l 
=ILI+1~1+I(z+A+rj'+...)(~L+~~)l 
< IL] + 2 IMjl + (111 + I#] + Ifi*] + **a)(IRLI + IfiG/) 
j=l 
<l~l+kI~,l+ l1l+klN.I+ elN.12+ 
j=l ( ,j=l ’ ( j=l J 
= lL[+fJMj[+ z-~IN’I 
j=l 
( j=, ')-I (++g (@-I,) 
= (LI + 2 1.Mjl + Y = f. (15) 
j=l 
According to Lemma 4.1, the proof is complete. 0 
We need the following definition for the next result 
Definition 4.4. We define the region K(h) in the complex plane as 
where h is the step-size and p(E) is the spectral radius of the matrix f which is defined in 
Definition 4.2. 
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Theorem 4.5. Assume that the conditions of Lemma 2.1 and r <s <r + 2 hold. 
6) If K(h) c &M f or some positive h, then the explicit linear multistep method (4)-(g) for 
system (2) is asymptotically stable for these choices of h. 
(ii) If K(h) c RRK f or some positive h, then the explicit natural Runge-Kutta method (9) - (13) 
is asymptotically stable for these choices of h. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.6. 
Remark 4.6. Theorems 4.5 and Theorem 3.6 have shown a practical way to find a stable step-size 
h. Obviously, the choice of the step size h by h;li(Q(q, v2,. . . , v,)) is sharper than the step size h 
selected K(h) or D(h). 
5. Examples 
In this section we present several examples 
Consider system (2) with m = 2, i.e., 
using the main results of this paper. 
C(t) =LU(t) + C [MjU(t - Tj) + Njti(t - Zj)], t>o 
.j=l 
and 
z2 > 71 > 0. 
Example 1. Let 
i 
-95 0 2 
L= -1 -95 0 1 1 -95 1 
25 IO 50 
and 
[ 
I I 
25 lo 
1_ 
50 
N2= 2 0 &, . 
I I z 
50 25 25 
1 
[ 
1 0 3 
MI= 2 -2 2 1 ) 3 0 5 
2 0 1 
A!&= i 1 -1 3 1 ) 
4 6 1 
(16) 
In this example ljN1)jl = i, 11N2((1 = i. 
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c 3 
t 
-3 
Fig. 1. 
-6 
-8 
-10 
-12 
-14 
Fig. 2. 
By direct calculation we obtain 
E2=-4, E, =-186, F, =91, F,=-91. 
Thus 
G = {z-x+ iy: -186dx,<-4, -91<~<91} 
and 
D(h) = hG, 
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Fig. 3. 
and the stepsize h is determined by h < r1 and hG c R LM or hG c [WM. We use the Adams-Moulton 
method of order 4 (see [3] and Fig. 1). For system (2) we obtain the numerically stable step-size 
tobeh<O.Ol andOch<z,. 
In this example 
p(P) = 136.0379 
and 
K(h)={(y’,O): O<y’d136.0379h, $rGX+}, 
and a numerically stable step-size h is determined by h < z1 and K(h) c RLM for a linear k-step 
method applied to system (2) and K(h) c RRK for RK method applied to system (2). In the case 
of the Adams-Bashforth method of order 3 applied to system (2), a numerically stable step-size is 
determined by 0 < h < zl and h < 0.01; see [3]. 
Notice that if we use 
P(L) + 2 IlKill 1 c:=, lIwlIIl~lI1 + c:=, CL llNjll1l1WlI 1 - c:=, IIYA > j=l 
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as in [3], we get 
PU(Q(~I, u2))G 1, 
which is inconclusive, and asymptotic stability is not guaranteed. 
Example 2. Consider system (2) again with the following matrices: 
233 
M2=[i J. N,=[j iJ> 
1 
N2= ‘, 
I 
[ 1 -- 10 i . 
In this example 11 N, 11, + j/N2 I( I = 1 and Theorems 3 and 5 cannot be applied. However, considering 
the real parts of the eigenvalues of Q(u,, u2), we can see in Figs. 2 and 3 that 
ReA(ur,u2) < 0, Re&(u1,@) < 0, 
respectively. The surfaces are derived in this example from Maple. Therefore, system (16) with the 
above matrices is asymptotically stable, and for h > 0 sufficiently small, the linear multistep method 
(4)-(S) and RK method (9)-( 13) applied to ( 16) are asymptotically stable. 
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